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a b s t r a c t 

Increasing the level of automation in pharmaceutical laboratories and production facilities plays a crucial role in 
delivering medicine to patients. However, the particular requirements of this field make it challenging to adapt 
cutting-edge technologies present in other industries. This article provides an overview of relevant approaches 
and how they can be utilized in the pharmaceutical industry, especially in development laboratories. Recent ad- 
vancements include the application of flexible mobile manipulators capable of handling complex tasks. However, 
integrating devices from many different vendors into an end-to-end automation system is complicated due to 
the diversity of interfaces. Therefore, various approaches for standardization are considered in this article, and 
a concept is proposed for taking them a step further. This concept enables a mobile manipulator with a vision 
system to “learn ” the pose of each device and - utilizing a barcode - fetch interface information from a universal 
cloud database. This information includes control and communication protocol definitions and a representation 
of robot actions needed to operate the device. In order to define the movements in relation to the device, devices 
have to feature - besides the barcode - a fiducial marker as standard. The concept will be elaborated following 
appropriate research activities in follow-up papers. 
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The mission of pharmaceutical companies is to provide patients with
otentially life-changing treatments as fast and cost-effective as possi-
le. To achieve this, there needs to be continuous focus on reducing
perating expenditure throughout the whole organization, from discov-
ry to delivery. However, the time-to-market of new drugs is increas-
ng, along with the cost of development. This is partly due to the fact
hat it is more complicated to find new target compounds and all of
he low-hanging fruit have been picked. In addition, medicines are now
ecoming specialized and personalized. 

This tendency shows a similar - but reverse - curve to the well-known
oore’s law. Moore’s law explains the exponential evolution in elec-

ronics by stating that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit
oughly doubles every two years. Eroom’s law, on the contrary, states
hat the number of drugs per billion US$ is declining logarithmically [1] .
n the other hand, a reproducibility crisis is also observable in R&D,
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hich means that approximately two thirds of academical research fails
o be repeated by the very few peers who decide to take up the non-
ewarding task of reviewing and repeating experiments [2–4] . 

To counter these effects, the pharmaceutical industry is starting
o utilize cutting-edge digital, automation and robotic technologies
eing used in other sectors. As such, the mechanical and machine-
anufacturing industries have traditionally been one of the first ap-
lication fields to utilize industrial revolutions. Arguably, the fourth
or according to some sources, already the fifth) of these revolutions
s currently happening [5,6] . Cyber-physical systems and the increas-
ngly connected and integrated value chain landscape is transforming
ndustries once more, and the pharmaceutical industry is finding it chal-
enging to keep up. Although the requirements and boundary conditions
iffer between these sectors, there are many lessons to be taken. Syn-
rgies with special industries would suggest that technologies can be
dapted. As such, requirements regarding clean-room environments in
emiconductor manufacturing, food safety and technological similari-
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ies to process industries can be mentioned. Also, the general problem
f equipment manufacturers’ difficulty to standardize their control inter-
aces is not unique to the pharmaceutical industry. However, in pharma-
euticals additional requirements, such as good manufacturing practice
GMP), regulation is mandatory, working against the desire for flexibil-
ty. Strict and complex validation processes make adapting new tech-
ologies slower and expensive, and, as a result, the cost/benefit ratio is
ifferent to the less regulated industries. One final thing to note is that
tatic robots have only a limited application in pharmaceutical manu-
acturing, whereas the recently developed mobile industrial robots have
he potential to take on a greater percentage of routine and repetitive
asks that tend to be dispersed throughout pharmaceutical facilities and
aboratories. 

There are multiple factors that are limiting the level-increase of au-
omation in pharmaceutical laboratories. Although many laboratory de-
ices represent a high level of automation as self-contained units, the
eneral intention of vendors to provide standardized control interfaces
s yet to become universal. Also, mechanical interfaces that would en-
ble an independent manipulator to load samples into the device are
ot commonly present. Oftentimes, sample-loading takes place through
perating complicated door, drawer, snap-in and screw-in mechanisms.
his means that most of the devices are still designed for manual oper-
tion, i.e. to load the samples, set the parameters, start the process and
nload after completion by a human operator. Although standardization
f laboratory consumables is present (e.g. with the SBS-microplate), cov-
ring more materials (including tubes, containers and packaging) would
urther simplify the landscape. This situation needs to be highlighted by
he pharmaceutical community so that the vendors can react and make
urposeful modifications to enable robotization. 

This perspective paper provides an overview of relevant technologies
hat originate from other fields and can benefit pharmaceutical compa-
ies; the focus is put especially on the use of mobile robotics in R&D
aboratories. The paper then goes on to discuss the current landscape
f laboratory automation, including the state-of-the-art equipment. Fi-
ally, it provides a concept proposal aimed at taking the technology to
he next level. The goal of the concept is to make the system integration
f mobile robotics easier by providing no-configuration, no-teaching,
lug & Play functionality enabling the cost-effective integration of au-
omated laboratories. The Plug & Play concept utilizes existing tech-
ologies/standards and also aims to incorporate emerging initiatives.
he input and support of laboratory original equipment manufactur-
rs (OEMs), system integrators and pharmaceutical companies will be
eeded for this initiative to succeed; however, the potential applications
o well beyond pharmaceutical R&D laboratories. 

ndustry agnostic evolution of automation systems 

This section provides an overview of the established and emerg-
ng technologies in other fields, such as the mechanical manufactur-
ng, process- or automotive industries. Analogies and synergies will be
ighlighted along with naming some areas from where ideas could be
dapted or have already been adapted to the needs of laboratory au-
omation. As such, the classical vertical integration approach will be dis-
ussed, reviewing the different layers of industrial automation systems.
his approach has already been adapted to laboratory automation, as
escribed in section Specifics of Laboratory Automation. However, the
eed for an intelligent infrastructure in combination with connectivity
o different assets can only be achieved with new horizontal and dis-
ributed integration approaches, such as the internet of things (IoT) or
he Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI). 

With an intelligent infrastructure, the aim is to move from an object-
o a service-oriented architecture to reach the full potential of internet
f things and services. Therefore, it is a prerequisite to define communi-
ation structures and to develop a common language. This is provided
s a solution by the Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 [7] .
he model ensures that all participants involved understand each other
19 
n the course of integrating a robot according to the principles of In-
ustrie 4.0 (I4.0). RAMI 4.0 combines all elements and IT components
 including data integrity, privacy and security - in a layer by breaking
own complex processes into easy-to-grasp packages. The model helps
o transfer the old world of a hardware-based structure and hierarchical
ommunication into the new world of flexible systems with communi-
ation among all parties involved. 

To get an overview of some of the building blocks of modern digital-
zed ( ”smart ”) industrial production systems, the different levels and lay-
rs of planning, control, supervision and data collection are considered.
n this regard, many similarities and analogies can be drawn between
ndustrial production and laboratories [8] . On the highest level, some
ype of enterprise resource planning (ERP) has to take place, while un-
erneath a distributed control system (DCS) or a supervisory control and
ata acquisition system (SCADA) resides. These systems feature several
ayers of scheduling, control and supervision ranging all the way down
o the individual machines as the elemental components of the system. 

End-to-end digitalization and equipment integration is a crucial as-
ect in industrial automation and in the process industry. To address
hese, multiple endeavors took place to provide standardized protocols.
ne of these, the Open Platform Communications - Unified Architecture

OPC UA), was introduced in 2008 and since has become a worldwide
tandard [9] . OPC UA implements a client-server communication with
ndustrial equipment and systems for control and data collection. As
n open standard with an increasingly complex specification, it enables
endors and organizations to model their own control and data struc-
ures into an OPC UA name-space. As such, upon the infrastructure,
nformation models provide a specific layer for industry standards and
endor information. The OPC Foundation is closely working together
ith industrial societies, such as the International Society for Pharma-

oepidemiology (ISPE), the German Mechanical Engineering Industry
ssociation (VDMA) and Zentralverband Elektrotechnik- und Elektron-

kindustrie (ZVEI). The latter is hosting a big number of working groups
or defining Companion Specifications for various domains [10] whereas
he ISPE Pharma 4.0 has the focus to add industry and regulatory spe-
ific elements that are required for GMP manufacturing of pharmaceu-
ical products. 

Based on the RAMI model and intelligence infrastructure, the I4.0
sset Administration Shell (AAS) concept was developed. It provides a
tructured interface for connecting I4.0 to physical things by encapsu-
ating all data and information about the assets (active and passive).
ccording to AAS, each physical asset, such as robots, sensors, analyti-
al devices and even workpieces, have their own admin shell represen-
ation. Assets can be organized in multiple layers of thematic groups,
hich have their own corresponding admin shell [5] . A similar approach

an be applied for laboratory automation, where samples are considered
o be the most important assets. Besides, reagents, buffers, consumables
nd also tools have to be tracked both for audit and for optimization
urposes. Several different technologies can serve this purpose, such
s traditional barcodes, QR codes, RFIDs, or NFC tags. With new tech-
ologies on the other hand, besides identification, providing additional
nformation of the asset is achievable. As such, IoT tags can feature en-
ironmental or location sensors, such as indoor GPS or Bluetooth Low
nergy technology (BLE) triangulation. 

ollaborative robots 

On the physical side of automation systems, robots and peripherals
lay a crucial role in material flow between individual stations. Com-
onents often need to be operated in a mixed mode by both humans
nd robots. Therefore, the applied robotic equipment have to meet cer-
ain safety requirements, which are, however, not fully defined yet. In
ontrast to traditional industrial applications, where robots were sep-
rated from humans by physical barriers (cages), cobots are capable
nd allowed to work in a shared human-robot workspace. Collabora-
ive robots have to avoid collisions with humans or at least minimise
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a  
he collision forces, as specified in the technical specification ISO/TS
5066:2016 [11] . To achieve this, multiple technical solutions exist,
anging from torque sensing and limitation through sensitive robot skins
o monitoring the environment with external sensors. When it comes to
obile robots, the safety requirements and regulations are even less es-

ablished as for cobots. ISO 19649:2017 [12] provides a general vocab-
lary, whereas specific application fields are covered in separate stan-
ards (e.g., ISO 13482:2014 for personal care robots [13] ). ISO 18646-1
o 3 [14–16] covers performance criteria and related test methods for
ervice robots, ranging from locomotion through navigation to manip-
lation. 

Autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) have been present in logistics
nd manufacturing for a long time: they transport packages in ware-
ouses and work-pieces in factories. They vary from heavy-weight au-
onomous forklifts to smaller AGV platforms capable of docking onto
arriers or transporting objects that external mechanisms place on them.
hey perform autonomous navigation with the help of external naviga-
ion aids, such as magnetic or optical stripes or reflective markers. How-
ver, complex collaborative and mobile robots are now emerging on to
he market replacing the AGV platforms. These new systems - termed
utonomous mobile robots (AMRs) - do not rely on purpose-mounted
xternal references. Instead, they use their on-board sensors to perceive
heir surroundings [17] . 

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technologies utilise
dometry to estimate the robot’s position. To cope with the drifting
ffect of integrating velocity measurements over time, feature-points
re tracked in an egocentric coordinate-system, e.g. by the means of
 light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [18–20] . To further decrease un-
ertainty, sensor fusion can be used, where data from other modalities,
uch as inertial measurement units (IMUs), are combined. A-priory maps
an serve as a basis for SLAM-based navigation, but the generation of
aps ”on-the-go ” is also possible. By the means of constant monitoring

f the environment, dynamic obstacles that were not present when the
ap was created (i.e. objects, other robots and humans) are also de-

ected and can be taken into account at path planning. For safety, close-
roximity sensors and bumpers can be hard-wired to stop the robot if a
ollision is anticipated. 

With the new accuracy and flexibility of the AMR, it was a logical
rogression to equip the basic AMR with one or more robotic arms. This
pens up many more opportunities for their deployment. For the pur-
ose of this article, the term mobile manipulator (MoMa) will be used
n order to distinguish between the two types of robots. This means not
nly that external mechanisms are not needed to place the object on
he platform, but also that they can interact with their surroundings
n a more versatile way. At present, these robots are light-weight and
an work in close proximity and collaboration with humans. In contrast
o arm-less AGVs and AMRs, MoMas do not need such a high level of
tructured environment, but they can also operate equipment designed
or humans, thus providing a greater scope of operation. This is espe-
ially important in laboratory automation (See Specifics of Laboratory
utomation). 

pecifics of laboratory automation 

In this section, the special aspects of automated laboratories will be
iscussed, and state-of-the-art technologies will be presented. An extra
ocus will be placed on how these technologies originate from other
elds and what comes to their adaptation. 

If a process is highly repetitive, a high throughput can be achieved by
dapting the components to that specific set of tasks [21,22] . This means
hat the whole environment can be optimized for automation by disre-
arding human ergonomic factors and prioritizing automated material
nd information flow. In a so-called lights-out operation, no humans
re present in the space, be it a warehouse, a factory or a laboratory
23] . This vision, however, cannot be achieved with the current state
f technology in most cases. The most suitable venue for the implemen-
20 
ation of this would be in a facility where routine tests are conducted,
or example in a healthcare diagnostics laboratory or in quality control
QC) [24,25] . The newly emerging concept of cloud labs also leverages
hese approaches with the aim of democratizing resources, just as it was
chieved by cloud computing. 

On the other hand, in laboratories where higher flexibility is needed,
 hybrid human-robot operation is desired. Many tasks, for example
easuring out a certain amount of powder from a container, require
 level of dexterity that is not yet achievable by robots. Even though
any laboratory devices are already automated in a stand-alone fashion,
ost of them are not optimized for being integrated into an overlaying

utomation system [26] . In most cases, they are still designed mainly
or human operation with operator interfaces such as touch screens and
eyboards [27] . This means that human workforce is still needed, e.g.,
o load the samples into the system and also to transport them from one
evice to the next one. 

Similar to manufacturing operations, automated laboratories also
eature control systems of various levels. The highest level that will
e considered in this context is the functionality of order fulfillment,
hich enables customers to submit their inquiries for certain tests to be

onducted on their samples. The orders are then processed in a fully-
r semi-automated fashion and fed into the control system of the lab-
ratory platform. Worklists are generated and deployed to a so-called
cheduler system, which assigns the tasks to different devices [21] . The
rchestration of each device can be managed trough a number of ways
anging from proprietary vendor-specific protocols to standard commu-
ication channels. Robots play a crucial role in physically connecting
he standalone modules of the system [28] . A control system has to be
apable of assigning the appropriate transportation and manipulation
asks to each robot, similarly to how the tasks of the investigative lab-
ratory procedure (assay) are assigned to liquid handlers or analytical
evices. A robot’s own control system then interprets the task and spec-
fies the necessary movements to fulfill them. These movements may be
efined by manual teaching or by autonomous dynamic pose detection
nd path planning approaches. 

igh-level process control and process representation 

To understand a MoMa’s role in a laboratory, first the aspects of
he high-level process control have to be discussed. An exemplary as-
ay may start by receiving and storing the samples, after which various
ample preparation steps follow - such as dilution, mixing with reagents,
ltration and centrifugation. After this, incubation, separation and pu-
ification may take place, followed by analysis, e.g., by high-pressure
iquid chromatography and mass-spectrometry (LC-MS), electrophore-
is or photometric measurement. For prescribing the sequence of steps,
arious ways of process representation exist. Most of these solutions fea-
ure some type of graphical representation similar to a flowchart. Device
endors [29–31] , system integrators [32–35] and software companies
36,37] each provide proprietary scheduler software. 

A universal way of process representation comes from business pro-
ess modeling in the form of the Business Process Model and Notation
BPMN) standard. The software company UniteLabs provides a solution
hat enables the creation of laboratory workflows in the form of BPMN-
iagrams and utilizes the Camunda Process Engine to deploy and run
hese directly on the laboratory equipment [36] . The Camunda BPMN

orkflow Engine is suitable not only for process representation in the
orm of diagrams, but is also capable of orchestrating humans, (micro-
services, IoT devices or robotic process automation (RPA) bots. This is
nabled by API connectors and a Java interface, the latter of which is
lso used by UniteLabs to implement SiLA commands for device control
see Instrument Communication and Control Approaches [38] . 

nstrument communication and control approaches 

Apart from BPMN, another layer of business process automation can
lso be utilized in laboratory automation: RPA approaches can be used
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o interface with equipment that do not have APIs [8] . Automated inter-
ction with a device software’s user interface (UI) can be achieved by
PA scripts. A basic implementation in C# was demonstrated by Chu
t al. when they used simulated mouse-clicks and keyboard inputs to
nterface with an LC-MS system [27] . UI manipulation in a Windows-
nvironment is possible with AutoIT [39] , whereas UiPath provides a
ross-platform RPA tool [40] . 

If a device does have an API, many system integrators would develop
heir own proprietary drivers to integrate the devices. However, this re-
ults in a complicated, non-standardized landscape of software and pro-
ocols. To simplify interfacing the laboratory devices and the control
ystem, the Standardization in Lab Automation (SiLA) consortium aims
o provide a common communication and device control protocol in
utomated laboratories. The organization maintains a standard that de-
nes laboratory devices as servers with a predefined set of features that
 client can call. Each SiLA-feature has a defined set of parameters and
roperties and can be implemented in various programming languages,
uch as Python, C++, C# and Java. In this manner, both device vendors
nd system integrators have the means of making their products capa-
le of standardized interoperability. As such, there is already a feature
efinition for mobile manipulators, which - among others - contains ser-
ices for battery control, calibration, gripper control, robot control and
eaching [38] . 

With a similar aim, the Laboratory Agnostic Device Standard (LADS)
nitiative was launched in 2020 by the Spectaris German Industry As-
ociation for Optics, Photonics, Analytical and Medical Technologies
41,42] . Built upon the OPC-UA protocol, a laboratory-specific infor-
ation model is under development for use cases, such as monitoring,

ontrol, notification, program- and result management, asset manage-
ent and maintenance. Keeping in mind the short innovation cycles

ypical for laboratories, the development of the associated standards has
o be kept equally short by a device-type agnostic information modelling
pproach. Chosing OPC-UA as a basis is justified by the fact that labo-
atories are increasingly aligning with industrial technologies when it
omes to automation. On one hand, this means that approaches from
anufacturing and process industries are being adapted to the specific
eeds of laboratory automation. Furthermore, laboratories are becom-
ng more and more integrated into the industrial manufacturing and
rocess infrastructure. This is true not only for QC labs, which serve as
 feedback loop, but also for development laboratories, which are rolling
ut newly-developed technologies to manufacturing scale. In both sce-
arios, an aligned and well-integrated infrastructure is highly beneficial.
owever, production-near environments, such as QC, are more suitable

or LADS, in contrast to SiLA, which is rather aimed at R&D labs. 
Even though there are endeavors for standardizing laboratory system

ntegration, the landscape is still complex with a variety of proprietary
nd semi-standardized solutions. With the intention to collect integra-
ion information for the various devices and sub-systems, the Universal
ntegration Knowledge Base (UIKB) was founded [43] . Its main goal is
o act as a database of successful integration “recipe ” and APIs, thus sav-
ng time and costs during experiments. Based on voluntary data sharing,
he community sustained platform is expected to benefit OEMs, system
ntegrators and ultimately the users. 

oMa technologies 

Fleischer and Thurow [44] differentiate life science automation sys-
ems based on the following factors: 

• Local distribution of the automation devices (centralized or decen-
tralized) 

• Flexibility of the automation structure (open or closed) 

According to their definition, the biggest challenge for system in-
egration lies in decentralized/open systems. Contrary to most tradi-
ional industrial applications, where the processes are not changing for
 longer period (usually years), in life science laboratories a robot has to
21 
over a range of functions. When acting as a central system integrator,
he robot serves as a transportation element. For this, either the devices
ave to be adapted or the robot has to mimic how a human would oper-
te each device. On the other hand, Fleischer et al. distinguish a flexible
obot by the fact that besides transportation it also performs other lab-
ratory tasks, such as sample manipulation [45] . 

According to Fleischer and Thurow [44] , laboratory robotics solu-
ions can be designed in two general configurations: 

• Fixed-position robots surrounded by all devices, tools, labware and
consumables 

• Mobile manipulators, which can approach different stations while
transporting and manipulating the samples. This approach imple-
ments an open automation system 

Benchtop robot arms either in stationary or rail-mounted manner
re now available from multiple laboratory automation system integra-
or companies. These applications usually focus on handling standard-
zed sample carriers, such as SBS-microplates. The scheduler software
ontrols both laboratory devices and transportation robots, especially
tarting procedures and monitoring their states. However, such systems
equire comprehensive integration efforts, in that the placement of the
evices around the robots or the tracks has to be carefully designed. In
ost cases, custom frames are needed instead of the conventional lab-

ratory benches. With this approach, sets of devices can be integrated
nto an automated island, where the robot serves as a transportation
ackbone. However, this approach introduces spatial constraints, hence
ighly limiting the flexibility [46] . 

MoMas consist of a mobile base, one or more robot arms and usu-
lly a number of sensors, including laser scanners and (3D) cameras
47–49] . These units are capable of navigating to various stations in a
acility, picking up objects, such as packages, workpieces or samples,
ransporting them to the next station and eventually loading them in a
evice or machine for further processing or storage. Being able to cover
 larger area than a fix- or rail-mounted robot, mobile manipulators can
ncrease the flexibility of automated laboratory systems. Their range can
over multiple laboratories across different floors of the same building.
or this, interfacing with automated doors and elevators has to be im-
lemented [50] . 

Fleischer and Thurow [44] consider a MoMa as an integrated robot
olution, in that it fulfills both sample transportation and manipulation
n an open automation system. To enable the robot to interact with lab-
ratory devices, the interfaces have to be defined. This includes both the
ommunication and control interfaces to be configured and the move-
ents of the robot to be programmed. The latter component calls for an

ppropriate representation of the movements. 
The standard solution for mobile manipulators to locate the gras-

able objects has become the utilization of fiducial markers (FMs)
see section Robotic Actions on Marker-based Coordinate System). This
eans that the MoMa has to be equipped with a calibrated on-board

amera, which is then used to detect the pose of optical markers. To
nable this, the markers have to be mounted near the handover posi-
ions and the robot motions have to be defined in regards of the marker-
efined coordinate frame. 

Multiple system integrator companies have already begun to pro-
ide MoMas besides the usual stationary or rail-mounted SCARAs as
art of their sample transportation solutions. Many of these feature the
ame type of PreciseFlex robot arm, which has became a standard for
ench-top laboratory robotics [51] . As such, the Fraunhofer Institute for
anufacturing Engineering and Automation (IPA) has launched KEVIN,
hich is based on a Care-o-bot 4 mobile platform, a mounted PreciseFlex
rm and a vision system, which is capable of localizing fiducial mark-
rs [52] . A very similar solution is provided by the company Biosero
53] . They use the same SCARA, but in this case it’s mounted on an
MRON LD90 mobile base, alongside with a different vision system for
etecting a different kind of fiducial markers. The solution of UniteLabs
nd Astech Projects only slightly differs from the above two in the sense
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Table 1 

Comparison. 

Stationary robot MoMa Human 

Throughput High Low Middle 
Availability High Middle Low 

Flexibility Low High High 
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• One fiducial marker for pose detection 
hat it is based on a mobile platform with a bigger footprint and that
nstead of a SCARA it features a 6-axis arm from Universal Robots [54] .
ther than that, the fiducial-based pose detection principle is the same.
oving towards industrial robots, KUKA’s MoMa named iiwa has also to

e mentioned [55] . This specific robot was utilized by Burger et al. for
onducting photocatalysis experiments within a ten-dimensional space
56] . It can be concluded that the blueprint of equipping a mobile plat-
orm with at least one robot arm and a vision system capable of fiducial-
ased pose detection is already well established and widespread in the
aboratory automation landscape. The use of MoMas, however, goes be-
ond the walls of the laboratory when it comes to the pharmaceutical
ndustry. For the Marvin Project of the PM Group and the University
ollege Dublin, an iiwa unit was used for environmental monitoring
urposes [57,58] . 

Considering the basic functionality, using an AMR alongside with
everal stationary robots can serve as an alternative to a MoMa. The
wo different approaches both have their advantages and disadvantages,
nd ultimately the specific use-case determines which one proves to be
he optimal solution. On one hand, when a higher throughput has to be
chieved (e.g. in manufacturing or logistics), setups with conveyor belts
nd/or stationary robots have to be considered. MoMas might not reach
he speed of humans, but they can get closer to their level of flexibility
han stationary robots specialized for one certain task. Although a single
obot arm might be lower-priced as a complex MoMa, the latter can ren-
er multiple stationary units superfluous by fulfilling multiple handling
nd tending tasks at once. Being able to work 24/7 gives these systems
n advantage in comparison to human-based solutions. See Table 1 for
 comparison. Taking over a wide variety of tasks from humans is also
eneficial for minimizing on-site presence during the times of a pan-
emic, such as COVID. Besides fulfilling transportation and manipula-
ion tasks, MoMas can utilize their wide range of sensors and actuators,
hich opens up additional possibilities. As such, a MoMa can also be
sed for remotely monitoring an automated system in a 24/7 operation.
ithout having to travel to the facility, stand-by personnel can remotely

ontrol the robot to navigate to the place where the error occurred. With
he robots on board camera and additional sensors, the cause of the er-
or can be evaluated, and, in certain cases, telemanipulation can be used
o resolve the error. As a simple example, a freezer door left open can
e mentioned, which can easily be closed with a push. Similarly, in the
ase of the stationary sample-handling robots, a misplaced plate can be
ushed back to the hand-over nest - that is if no spillage occurred. 

obotic actions on marker-based coordinate system 

When it comes to fulfilling handling tasks with any type of robot,
recision and accuracy are key considerations. As a reference, it has to
e mentioned that robots in laboratory automation are mainly used for
utomating tasks that were previously conducted by humans. As such,
he required precision is hard to define. As a reference, the pipetting
nd bench-top handling robots can be considered. A popular example
f the former, the TECAN Freedom Evo, has 0.5 mm specified for the
obotic manipulator arm, whereas the PreciseFlex SCARA arm is given
 0.09 mm value. The precision of a mobile robot on its own lies around
0 mm, which has to be improved by the means of additional position
etection methods. Overall, a precision in position of around 1 mm and
n angle around 1-2 deg is desired. 
22 
As described in section MoMa Technologies, fiducial markers play
 crucial part in many of the state-of-the-art MoMa applications. Prin-
ipally, a fiducial marker is a two-dimensional (usually binary) pattern
hat can be printed and sticked to various surfaces to serve as an op-
ical marker for pose estimation. A computer vision algorithm is used
o detect the pattern on a calibrated camera’s image and calculate its
orresponding position and orientation in relation to the camera coordi-
ate system (frame). One of the traditional applications was augmented
eality (AR), where virtual objects can be added to a camera-captured
cenery dynamically. In these applications, fiducial markers serve as a
eference between the physical and the virtual environment in the form
f coordinate systems. Garrido-Jurado et al. propose a method for the
eneration and detection of fiducial markers called ArUco [59] . Besides
R, they also mention robot localization as one of the application fields

or the technology. 
In the discussed applications, fiducial markers are used as user co-

rdinate systems in which the robot motions have to be composed. As
uch, a user can define the grasping pose in relation to the marker by
oving the robot arm to the desired configuration either by hand or by

ogging. In other applications, however, robot motions are considered
n a modular representation structure. Chu propose the so-called Motion
lements framework specially for the automation of a sample prepara-
ion workflow [60] . Complex hierarchical motion representation struc-
ures are also present in surgical robotics [61,62] . As a crucial part of
he framework proposed in the present article, the concept of Action
rimitives will be introduced. 

aboratory automation Plug & Play - concept proposal 

As seen, the state-of-the-art solutions for a mobile-robot-based end-
o-end laboratory automation have limitations. The following bullet-
oints list these in the order of severity. 

• Lacking standards 
- Device and data interface standards (Existing ones, such as SiLA,

are yet to become universal 
- Materials and consumables 
- Mechanical interfaces 
- Regulations 

• Missing conformity with strict guidelines present in the pharmaceu-
tical industry (e.g. GxP [63] ) 

• High integration effort 
- From the side of the system integrator 
- From the side of the user to adapt their workflows 

• IT security concerns 
• Robots have a limited adaptability 

- Dexterous gripping is still considered to be an immature technol-
ogy 

- Identifying and localizing devices is not well-established. Speed
and precision could be improved 

- Flexible robotization in a laboratory automation environment
still cannot cope with humans in regards of speed and dexter-
ity 

• Devices are not robot-ready 
- Self-contained proprietary solutions 
- Lacking automatic lids and doors 
- Complicated insertions of custom carriers 

To overcome the limitations of the state-of-the-art solution for in-
egrating devices in a robotized laboratory, the Laboratory Automation
lug & Play (LAPP) Framework is proposed. According to this approach,
 LAPP-enabled device will have to feature two types of optical tags on
he front face of the device: 

• One 1D or 2D barcode for referencing device information, e.g., in
the DMRE Datamatrix format 
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Table 2 

Information to be fetched from local systems and the cloud. 

Piece of information to be fetched Utilization 

∙ Device identification ∙ Asset management 
∙ Vendor ∙ Record in associated systems, e.g., laboratory information management 

system (LIMS) 
∙ Model 
∙ Serial Number ∙ Track & trace 
∙ Maintenance information ∙ Connect to inventory database 

∙ Health information 
∙ Alarm & events 

∙ Live device info ∙ Visualize with mobile devices, AR/MR glasses 
∙ Digital twin of the device 

∙ Device features (e.g., SiLA) ∙ Application programming interface (API) definition 
∙ Action primitives in the coordinate system of the fiducial marker (Global 

information provided by the device vendor) 
∙ Mechanical interaction between the mobile robot and the device 

Fig. 1. The LAPP sequence (1) Generate map, (2) Detect barcode, (3) Detect 
fiducial pose, (4) Upload barcode ID to the scheduler, (5) Request device in- 
formation from the cloud database, (6) Instanciate digital twin from the cloud 
database, (7) Keep digital twin updated, (8a) Device control, (8b) Robot control, 
(9) Robotic manipulation. 
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The former code will enable a robot equipped with a vision system to
ccess an online database (e.g., the UIKB, see section Instrument Com-
unication and Control Approaches) and fetch device-specific informa-

ion, such as represented in Table 2 . To implement the communication
ith the database, modern web-technologies have to be used that are al-

eady present in industrial automation [64] . As such, websocket, REST-
PI, Graph-QL and gRPC can be named, the latter of which is also used
y SiLA. 

Utilizing the proposed framework, a mobile robot will be able to
perate in a newly installed laboratory environment in a plug & play
anner. This will require an initial, fully autonomous discovery proce-
ure, as Fig. 1 shows: 

(1) Robot generates the map with SLAM 

(2) Robot detects device pose with the help of the fiducial marker 
23 
(3) Robot reads barcode with the vision system 

(4) Robot uploads barcode ID to the scheduler 
(5) Scheduler requests device information from the cloud database 
(6) Scheduler instantiates the digital twin from the cloud database 
(7) Scheduler keeps the digital twin updated 

(8a) Scheduler controls the device 
(8b) Scheduler controls the robot 
(9) Robot navigates in the laboratory autonomously with the help of

the generated map and operates the devices with the help of the
fetched action primitives 

The proposed framework is considered protocol agnostic, meaning
hat multiple different technical solutions would be suitable for fulfilling
he desired functionality. As such, many of the existing building blocks
an be utilized, as discussed in section Specifics of Laboratory Automa-
ion: 

• High-level process representation and integration in the corporate
control architecture can be achieved by a scheduler software, such
as UniteFlow . 

• Interfacing with the equipment can be achieved by means of a com-
munications standard or protocol, such as SiLA 

• As the central system integrator, a MoMa has to feature a complex
robotic middleware, such as ROS , which enables the integration of
its on-board actuators and sensors, including the vision system 

• The vision system has to be capable of detecting the pose of fiducial
markers, such as ArUco markers 

• Robot motions have to be defined in relation to the marker coor-
dinate system. We introduce the term Laboratory Automation Plug &
Play - Action Primitives (LAPP-APs) . 

As a crucial part of the proposed concept, a LAPP-AP database has
o be defined for each laboratory device. This will serve as an extension
o the software interface- and feature definitions (e.g., SiLA features)
y providing a structural representation for the mechanical interactions
eeded to operate the device with an external robot (mobile or station-
ry). Defined in the marker’s coordinate system, the motions will be
uitable to integrate the device out-of-the-box, in a plug & play fashion,
lthough, the possibility of manual adjustments and calibration should
e kept open. A detailed proposal for the LAPP-AP framework will be
laborated in a separate article (see section Future Work). 

iscussion, outlook and future work 

mpact on the industry 

To reach the full potential of the proposed framework, an industry-
ide involvement is needed. Discussion with OEMs, system integrators
nd users is crucial for defining the details of the framework in order to
rovide a standard that is adaptable to a broad range of applications. The
tandard is as good as its level of acceptance and the extent to which it is
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ctually used. OEMs are already under pressure to make their products
apable of a simplified and unified integration by utilizing standards.
he present proposal aims to take this a step further - building upon
nd incorporating existing technologies and initiatives. 

Pharmaceutical R&D process development represents the link be-
ween discovery and manufacturing, in that technologies are developed
nd then transferred. This traditionally constitutes the concrete manu-
acturing processes, which can be of biological or chemical nature; how-
ver, engineering aspects, such as system design, are also part of the
cope. On one hand, this means scaling up the processes from micro-
cale through laboratory-scale and pilot-scale all the way to commer-
ial production. On the other hand, technical solutions that are used in
maller scale laboratories can often be utilized directly or indirectly in
igher-scale applications as well. Primarily, various types of laboratories
re present not only in R&D but also in analytics and QC. Throughput
nd scale may vary, but the ground principles remain analogous. Secon-
arily, manufacturing itself is becoming more and more personalized,
hich means that the flexible approaches of a development laboratory
ay just as well be utilizable. In pharmaceutical manufacturing, a new

pproach called ballroom concept is gaining importance [65] . In con-
rast to traditional manufacturing lines, this enables the dynamic allo-
ation and reconfiguration of automated units. Traditional layouts, such
s a conveyor belt being the backbone of the system, cannot fulfill this
eed. Instead, MoMa-based automated systems are expected to gain im-
ortance. 

In such a scenario, a robot needs to interact with various types of in-
truments, devices and machinery, just as in an automated laboratory.
tilizing the proposed plug & play concept has the potential to simplify

he configuration of any system that incorporates a multitude of com-
onents and MoMas. 

uture work 

The present article is considered as a high-level overview on the
xisting approaches, and it also provides an outline on the proposed
ramework concept. As described in section Laboratory Automation
lug & Play - Concept Proposal, a technology agnostic approach was
aken, which means that several different implementation possibilities
re open. To elaborate these, a series of articles is planned, the first
f which will focus on the LAPP-AP concept. In this context, a frame-
ork will be proposed to represent laboratory automation specific robot
ovements in relation to the marker coordinate frame. To enable the

obot to operate a variety of devices, the appropriate end-effector has
o be identified. Possibilities, such as tool-changers, multi-tools and uni-
ersal grippers, will be evaluated [66] . Following that, the specific tech-
ologies for the implementation, including the data structures, database
nd communication technologies, will be defined with the involvement
f the vendors, integrators and users. 

ummary 

Applying automation and robotic technologies in the pharmaceuti-
al industry is challenging due to the complexity and highly-regulated
anner of its laboratory and production environments. In this paper,

arious approaches from other industries were discussed, followed by an
verview of the state-of-the-art technologies specifically focusing on life
cience laboratories. Novel technologies, such as flexible MoMas, enable
 new wave of automation in these laboratories by connecting the pre-
iously standalone components of the system, which were traditionally
esigned and optimized for manual operation. As such, the integration
f these devices has two aspects, one of which is that an overlaying con-
rol system has to be able to communicate with them and schedule their
peration through control interfaces. On the other hand, to make the
rocess end-to-end automated, physical interaction with the devices is
eeded, including the transportation of samples, labware and consum-
bles from one station to another. Both of these aspects, however, repre-
24 
ent challenges due to the fact that devices from various vendors feature
ifferent software and mechanical interfaces. Initiatives for standardiza-
ion are already present in the industry, but their overall acceptance and
lobal prevalence is not sufficient to effectively enable a Plug & Play ex-
erience when integrating an automated laboratory system. To take the
xisting standards and integration technologies a step further, the Labo-
atory Automation Plug & Play (LAPP) framework was proposed. Being
 technology-agnostic approach, it keeps the possibility for multiple pos-
ible technical implementations. Ultimately, the concept will enable a
oMa to autonomously “learn ” the control interfaces and poses (posi-

ion and orientation) of newly-installed devices. For this, each device
ill have to feature two types of optical tags: a barcode to reference the

ntegration information from an online database; and a fiducial marker
o enable the detection of the pose of the device. One crucial part of the
oncept is the proposed Action Primitives database (LAPP-AP), which
ill enable the robot to operate the device in the prescribed manner, in-

luding loading it with samples, reagents and labware. For this, robotic
ctions have to be represented in a structured, modular and parametric
ashion. The present paper marks the first of a series, in the course of
hich the technical details will be elaborated. To reach the full poten-

ial of the proposed concept, the involvement of various stakeholders is
ey. The standardization of such an approach is viable only through an
ndustry-wide discussion including device vendors, system integrators
nd users. 
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